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United Nations Development Programme

Date: June 30th, 2020

Subject:

Amendment No.2 to Request for Quotation (RFQ) for “Procurement of Field Survey for
National Opinion Poll to Measure the Level of Confidence and Satisfaction of the Citizens
with the Work of Internal Security Forces (ISFs)” issued on June 12th, 2020.

Reference: UNDP-TUR-RFQ(CO3)-2020/24

Dear Madam/Sir,
In relation to our RFQ for “Procurement of Field Survey for National Opinion Poll to Measure
the Level of Confidence and Satisfaction of the Citizens with the Work of Internal Security
Forces (ISFs)”, issued on June 12th, 2020 with reference UNDP-TUR-RFQ(CO3)-2020/24, you are
hereby provided with information pursuant to inquiries from Prospective Offerors and the need for
further clarifications. Kindly note that the deadline for electronic submission of Quotations has been
extended to 23:59hrs (GMT + 3) on July 5th, 2020.

You are kindly requested to prepare your Quotations with the consideration of the information
provided in this Amendment and submit your Quotations electronically, latest by 23:59hrs (GMT +
3) on July 5th, 2020 to the e-mail address stipulated in the subject solicitation document.

Yours Sincerely,

Sukhrob Khojimatov
Deputy Resident Representative

Attachment-I: Answers to Inquiries from Prospective Offerors
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Attachment-I:
Answers to Inquiries from Prospective Offerors

Question 1: Are Joint Ventures, Consortiums or Associations eligible for submission
of a Quotation in response to the subject RFQ?
Answer 1: Joint Ventures, Consortiums or Associations are not eligible for submission of
a Quotation in response to the subject RFQ.
Question 2: In what currency are the Prospective Offerors kindly requested to
submit their Quotations in response to the subject RFQ?
Answer 2: The Prospective Offerors are kindly requested to submit their Quotations in
response to the subject RFQ in United States Dollars (USD).
Question 3: What will be the basis of financial evaluation?
Answer 3: GRAND TOTAL CONTRACT PRICE (USD) stipulated within the Quotation
Submission Form will be the basis of financial evaluation.
Question 4: In the RFQ, it has been stated that the method of interaction may fully
or partially be revised by UNDP as CATI, while the Offerors are kindly requested
to submit their Quotations according to CAPI method of interaction. Is it possible to
submit an alternative Quotation according to CATI method of interaction?
Answer 4: Alternative Quotations are not allowed in response to the subject RFQ.
However, for cases in which UNDP may fully or partially revise the method of
interaction as CATI, the Offerors are kindly requested to provide Unit Prices for Item
2.a. and Item 2.b. for CATI method of interaction.
Question 5: When a visited household refuses to participate in the survey if the
household members refuse because of COVID-19, can the Contractor conduct
interviews using CAMPI (Camera Assisted People Interview) method of
interaction?
Answer 5: In case the household refuses to respond, the “Household Non-response
Form” provided as Annex 1 to the Terms of Reference will be filled out by the
Interviewer. Interviews cannot be conducted using another communication device
(telephone, e-mail, mail, delivering the interview form to the household and recollecting
after response, etc.).
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